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Tb.eDevelopmerrt ofaXethod of Jleasuring the Ree1.tance

of Monomolecular Filma to the Evaporation otwater.

Measurements.of tne rate. of'- evaporation of' water
( 1). (2)

tb.rougtlthin film. nave Deen made by Rideal andL$npuir.

. To find tneeffect of the film alone. the usual method

adopted is to measure the rate ot evaporation.from. ppre

water surface and th.en to oompare this wi til tnerate from a

it 1m covered surface.

In Rideal's experiments one arm A of °a U snapedye.sel

contained tne water to be evaporated. fbi. coultf be maintained

at a constant temperature by· meane of a thermosta\• .:.;~tte

other arm B waa kept" at oOe. so' that af.terthe-ve8••t:.~~,

been exb.auate4.of air, water from th.e arm A di8tll1efl;~nt.

the arm15. The rate of evaporation waa determinedDy/weigh

ing the cold arm. The experimen"tal rate of evaporlltlOD

found inth.iawaymay be compared ..i th the: theoretical

rate deduced from thekinetlc theory of gaeea.Ilt.be

assumed that all tne moleculea that .t~lke'th••urrac.:ent.r-
-

the liquid and that the vapour benavee as a perfect gaa tun

the kinetlctb.eory snows that,

m ;:;mass of mo 1ecu lee leaving a liqUid and enterilll
a vacuum per second,

=masa of moleculee leaving theaaturate4va,iour
and striking tne liqu14 Burfea.per second,

= 43.75 x 10 -6 'Pli gr-,laq.cm. • (l}
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where Paia the aaturated vapour pres8ur•. lndyne.p.~

sq. em. 'at the temperature T,sod. isthemoleenlar

weight oftne gaB. It the. "actual pre.su. oVClr the Burface

were p dynes!sq.cm." then the net mass .. e.vapor·l\ted per

second = (mass leaving the liquid per seoond)' -{mas. retuX'D

ing to tb.ellquidfrom the vapour per secoQd),that la,

"gram. sq./"'.m =43. 75 x 10-6 (PI 7'P) ftf;
Ridea 1 found that the experimental rate of ev·aporatt on

(2).

was only about O."~·ofthat prediete4by the klnetlotb.eorl'

and ttlat th.e preaen:ce ofa thinftlm of tatty acid on the

water surface reduced tb.e.rateot evapora-tloD etillfurtber.

His experimental arrangem.~ta·were however by ne mean81tl••l

and thefi 1m resi8tancededuoed theretrOlll is ve:r7unre1.1abl..·.:

This wi 11 be clear at olloewhen it 18 noted tna't.b.e.ssume'

that t.ne press ure. above theliquldsUrface was equatt. ttl.

sa turatedvapour pres 8 ure at t'he tempera'ture 01' the cold arm.

Since the pressure- above the evaporating surfacemuat be

greater than th.at in the cold arm to whica thevap'our 1.

flowing, the aeawnpt1•• leads to a valueot- a whiohts too,·

large. Rideal takeethe temperature ot the water Burfao.

as being.equal to the temperature of the th.ermostat.

·Sinca for' rapid 8-vaporation the temperatureot the water

surfaoe Ulust f'allcooeiderably below that of the .·the$08tat

tni s a Is 0 ··leads· to a va lue ot ..• wb.1 oil iii too large.

J'orthe· reaeonsgiven above itiaclear that :Rideal!.8
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method 1s not suitable-for the measurement of: f1lm

resistanoe. and th.e present work 1s an attempt to obtaia ~

method wh.i en ",i 11 be more reliable.

Further tes t8 o.f the va lid1 tY' of equat,io.n( 2) aiJo~e
(Z) (4)

have been made by A-lty and Niool and bY'-Alty • In

both cases it was found that the experimental rate. ot

evaporation were very much smaller than those given by

equation (2),. It was thus concluded that thlsequation

does nut hold in the case of the evaporation ot water;

Now, the experimental rate of evaporation into a

vaOU\& may be obtained by a aligntmodificationot equat

ion (Ll above, if it be assumed tnatool,. afractionot the

mo leonlee atrikingthe 11quid aUrfao.·,a:te a'DleX' to enter

the surtace. Since tor .quillbriwn between .. 8~bat.f1ce

and 1t-s saturated vapour the tnasa leaving the Bubstanoe

and enter1ngthevapoar phaee per· second is equal to"tn.

Dl8SS strik1ngthe aubstanee from the vapour and leaving

the vapour phase. the max1mum rate of evaporation 18

glvenby:-

m. • JIl6S8 evaporating 1ntoa perfect vaouum. per second,

• mass leaving th.e substanoe and enterins the
saturated vapour per seoond)

• mass leaving the saturate. vapoup,raecon4 and
entering ttie substance,

• massot molecules striking th.esur.face of tn.
sUbstanoe per second x fraction (t) ot molecv1-ea
which remain on tne surface,

gram!s q• em.
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In the caeewhere the vapour pressure p above the surface

is greater than zero, the netmaea evaporated per second

i8

10 the case of water the work 0'1 Alty and:Niool (loc.eit.)

gave values of f ranging from 0.01 to 0.02. In tile work
(4)

of Alty f was found to be in the. range 0.035 - 0.045~ Tne

methods used in the twocaaee wereentirel,. different and

the latter method was used as the basil tor the present worIt.

the method adopted being that otmeaauring the fraction "tit

for pure water and then for a filmeovered surface.

The value of t fore pure, water maybb.enbe sube'tltuted

into equation (3) and the maximum rate ot evaporationobta1.ned.
( 2)

Following the method of Langmuir the reciprocal of this

rate gives the surface resistance for pure water. Similar1.Y.. -

from the value ott. for the film covered water the surtace

resistance of water covered by a fat\,. acid film may be

found. The difference between the two surface resi.tan"",:

foun.d in this way is the increase 1n the resiet.need.ue to

the pre senee of t he fa t tyeeid .•fi 1:ql.

:Experimental

The two quantit.1ea which must be accurately determined

in tb.e·measure11lent~of tare:

1. The actual temperature of. the eV8,gorat.1ng "'eur:tace.
2. The mass evaporsted per second.

The temperature. of the evaporating sur:faee wa.s mea~t.lr••

bya dir.ect determination of the surtace"teDliori;tnei•.tt.eJ-
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being obtained by the drop-weight method of Harkins and

(5) " "-
Bro~ • Drops, of pure air-free water were formed slowly

on a specie lly prepared tip in an evacuated space.

Xvaporation thus took place at the surface of the drop
..« ~-

which was therefore cooled. The surface tension was determin-

ed by meane of Harkins' drop-weight fo~ula.

) ( 5)

where m is the mass of the falling drop, V i8 the correspond

ing volume, and r is the radius of the dropping-tip. The
term -I

value of the correetfon/f(T/VT) hssbe$n tabula ted by

Harkins and :Brown (loc. 01 t.).

The mass evaporated fram each drop ,was obtained as

the difference between the mass flowing into the drop during

the time of its formation and the measured drop-we1ght.

APparatus for the Determination of f for Pure Water.

The drops were formed on the monel metal tip T (:fig. 1. ) •

whioh is attached by a tapered ground -aoini to theglal8

tube L. The manner of making the monel metal tip which .W88

u"Sed in the evaporation experiment. for pure water was 88

followe;- Ii cylinder of length about 3 eme. and diameter

about 6 rom. was turned in a lathe 80 that the cross section



Fig. 2.
Konel metal tip used in the evaporation
experiments with pure water.

Fig. 3.
Container 0' and small glass vessels
used for collecting drops at atmosp~erio

press ur e ,
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was as shown in Fig.: 2. -The surface ab was ground onto the

conical end of the g lass tube L (~g. 1). The dropping-face

was then ground by means of a brass plate and fine grinding

powder so that ita surface was rough enough for water to wet it.

The cylindrical surface cd was polished wi th fine emery

paper and rouge so that the water did not creep up this surfaoe

when drops were forming.

The tube L passes through the brass block Band joine

to the end of a fine thermometer tube J, whose upper end

connects directly to the small water reservoir R. ~ water

thermostat 0 of about 300 co. capacity serves to control

the temperature of the water flowing into the drops. The

temperature of the thermostat is measured bymeane of a

thermome ter P.

The brass block :B is supported by 3 radial arms Q, at

the extremities of which are the three levelling screws st.

The ends of the latter reat on a flat circular metal ring

X which is supported by the three legs F. These legs are

attached to the circular metal plate G which is supported

over the table by three rubber balls. These tend to reduce

the vibration transmitted to the apparatu"s by the pumping

system.

The two-way stopcock K connects the manometer Il, and

the volume V to either a source of compressed air or to the

reservoir R. The manometer .t reads pressures up to two

atmospheres. The volume V minimizes the change in pressure

due to the outflow otD~aterduring theexperimen\. The

stopcock S conne cte R to the vacuum pump. Thus any pressure
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up to two a'tmoepb.erew may be obtained over the water

surface in B..

Two large metal tubes lead out through the bras, block,

one of them to the V~cuUD1PumP. the other to the msnomete~-)(2

which measures the preseure 1n the container O. The pressure

recorded by -2 was measured by means o~ • travelling

microscope.

The glass container C is attached to the bras. block

by means ot a tapered ground joint. The bottom of the Ilass:

container C had been removed and in its place was tightly

fastened a bras. plate to which were attached the two braee

tubes... These were just large enough to contain the

brass collecting veseeis H, which thus projected about 4 ems.

below the bottom of the glass container C.

Before COllecting drope tbe collecting 'Veslell II B were

first thoroughly dried on the inside and then heated to a

temperature ot 88 or 90° C. They were then filled about

one-third fUl~ of a light paraffin oil which had previously

been boiled in a vacuum so that al~ air and water was removed.

This oil had a low vapour pressure and allowed the water

drops to sink quite quickly through it. The vessels were

then placed under a bell jar andtne space over them

evacuated. Atter remaining under the bell Jar tor about

ten minutes they were removed and allowe4 to stand until

they beoame cODstant in weight. Then, after one of them

had been weighed they were placed in the container C and were

ready for the experiment.
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During an evaporationexperimen"t all the drops were

caught in one or other of the two collecting vessels.

Otherwise accumulation of the water on the bottom of the

container C. would present a large area for evaporation. Such

evaporation would make it impossible to reduce the pressure

much below the saturated vapour pressure at the temperature of

the water. Also the oil effectively prevented any evaporation

from the drops after they had fallen. This is essential

since the surface tension is deduced from the weight of the

falling drops.

For the experiments on theev8poration of pure water

the container C was connected directly to the vacuum pump.

Since the capac I ty of this pump was large and the average

drop area quite small (about one-halt of a sq. em.) the

pressure in C could be reduced to about 1.8 mIn. At this

point it usually remained quite steady.

The reservoir R was filled with redistilled air-free

water by immersing the tip in the water and opening the

stopcocks S to the vacuwn pump. R was emptied by increasing

the pressure over the water surface.

Results.

Before a determination of f can be made a number of

pre linlinary measurements are necessary. These were carried

out as described below.
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The Radius of the Tip.

Harkins and Brown state that if there are any alight

flaws at the edge of the dropping 4Lt l p ltseffect1ve

radius may be different from the radius determined by

direct measurement. On this account the effective radius

of the monel metal tip was determined from the weight of

very slowly formed drope. The temperature of the drops was

taken to be that measured by the thermometer P. The surface

tension corresponding to this temperature wae determined
(6)

from the data of Harkins and Young .• When this value ot ~

together with the measureddrop~eightwas substituted in

the drop-weigtit formula (5) the radius of the tip was obtained.

For the experiments the drops were collected in the amall}

glass vesaela h b. in the container C' (:r'ig. 3. ). Tb.ebot tom

of this containerwae covereu by'.a few millimet:re87 e~r~~t~r.

This saturated th.e air inC' with water 'Vapour and so prevented
, .. ..- ~ - ..~. ~

evap~rati~n an~con8eqUent coolin~ ot the dro:p during its

formation. In order to save time and so have. a smaller

temperaturevariationduringa' run the drops were pushed out
- _ .. ~ '" +_. -

under pressure until nearly completely formed. They were then

allowed to co~.pl~te their growth ata rate of n1~~_o:r;ten

minutes per drop. In this way a run of thirty drops, the number

usually collected for a radius determination, required about

forty-five minutes. Table I gives the values obtained for the

radi us. The mean of these I viz., - O. 18721 em.•• was used in

the calCUlation of f.
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Table I.

Temp. of
water

°0

21.08
20-./76
21. 15
24.08
24.11
22.79

Surface
tension

d;y;nea/cm.
72. -579
72.629
72. 56'S
72. 116
72.-,111
72.510

Drop weight
m

i r ama

o .056993
o .057057
o .057008
o .05~625

o .056619
o .056750

Radius
r

eIPs.

0.18717
0.18725
O. 18725
0.18723
0.18723
O. 18710

Calibration of the Capillary tor the Rate ot Flow.

In order to determine the maes evaporating from eaoh drop

during an evaporation experiment the mass flowing into the

drop must be known. This was obtained by determining the

rate of flow through the capillary tube J (:rig. 1.) a8 a

function of the driving pressure. For theee experiments the

drops were collected at a tmoapherie .pressure. The pres8ure'
.

over the water in It was increased by first connecting the

volume V to the compressed air and then to R.
I

Since the outflow of water from the reservoir changes tlh~

Idriving pressure slightly it was necessary to find the avera~.

driving pressure during the collection of the drops. To do

this we proceeded a8 follows: The pressure in the volume V

was first increased to the desired value and the stopcook )[

closed. The positions of the meroury surfaces on a Bcale

p-laced immediately behin4 the manometer were then read. Thel

readings were obtained by the use of a short foeua 'telesoopel

which could be moved up or down on a vertical rod. The

cz-osa- hair:", of thete leseope was then set on the lower mercull"Y



Fig. 4.
Gr_ph showing mass per minute flowing
through the capillary as a funotion
of the driving pressure.
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surface and the pressure inV increased eomewhat,8o that

when the reservoir R was connected to V the pressure fell t~

slightly above the former value. As the mercury surface cr~s8

ad thecroas-hairof the telescope a weighed vessel was turl\l-
!

I
ed under the tip and the time for the collection of 30-40 drops

noted. K was then closed and the preaau~e in V again read.

From these two readings the average pressure was obtained.

The mass m emerging per minute for a. standard water level 1~

Rand a capillary temperature of 25 00. was determined from

the average water level and the average capillary temperatu~e.

It was then plotted against the average driving pressure

The result is shown in Fig. 4. Using the method of least

equares the equation of this line was found to be

m • 0.013153 Ii t 0.02580 grams/min., (6)

where 15 is the mean driving pressure.

In an evaporation experimen~ therawas not sufficient

time to read the pressure over the water surface in B

at the commencement of collection of the drops. The followilng

consideration shows how the average pressure may be obtaine~

in terms of the final pressure. Suppose V andR are connec~

ed by the stopcock K (Jig. 1.), and that the stopcocks Sand iU

are closed. Let ~t denote the pressure over the water .urf~ce at
I

any instant and P2 the pres8ureafter the outflow of a mas. 1m.
Then the mean pressure dUring the flow of thill mas. ill p, + Ip2

2· \
Let V be the volume of the apparatus between the water

surface in R and the right-hand mercury surface of JI, .and let ~V
I
;

be theincreaee in volume corresponding to the outflow of m~s. m.
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Then from :Boyle's law

o -r JPo = ( ,+ A.J) P1- •

+ k¥)rl. + p2. _ H-L\ V
2 - 'LV

of the two partl:

-1.- V+AV
~- V

F+ p~ ((
'2. =

~ V' is made up

(a) .An increase in the volume due to the lowering ot the

water surface.

(b) A decrease due to the rising ot the mercury surface in ttjle

'manometer I,.

A V= (f - 1T r:>' dh) •

where e • dens! ty of. the water J

r • radius ot manometer tube')

dh. increase in height of the right-hand mercury

surface ot the manometer.

substituting this in the expression for P, of P2

2

gives·

(7)

Thus, in order to calculate the average pressure fram P2 it

becomes neceesary to know V. We ilad

or

v R. 6V
~ - r"L - ~f}p;(~ -n-r:>.dh) · (8)
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For a good determination.of V the pressure difference

P, - P2 was made qui te large by collecting 15 - 20 gram. of

water. In table II, which gives the results, V0 is the

volume of the apparatus when the right-hand mercury surface

of M, is ata standard level.

T·able II.

Vo
ce,

688
695
728
698

p
c~s. ot fig.

94.90
97.89
'7.38
97.40

P,
Qms.

- P2.of Hg

2.56
1.99
2.53
2.24

m
grams

19.81
15.08
20 .14
17. 13

Drop Temp.
00.

20. '15
20.60
20.12
20.53

Mean Vo = 702. cc.

The average driving pressure p is glvenby

-p = PI + P2
2

.. tv (~

- (pressure in container C).

- 'IT r'- dh) + P2 - (pressure in container C) •
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Since both arma of the manometer M, are constructed

ofsi<mi;lar: tubing, dh is the differenoe between p, + P2
I

and Pa. Thus p may be written in the form

-p : dht Pa -(pressure in container ai).

That is,

db. =

d h .. ~v (1 - '11'("'-

Solving for dh gives
~~mlz..Ve

dh) .

In the evaporation experiments the magni tude of the

quantities wae euch that the denominator was taken as unitYl.

Then p "" t-V ~ . + P2 - (preseure in conteiner e). ( Be)!

Thus in an evaporation experiment the driving pressure

could be determined from Pa and the volume V, in addition -qo

the other quantities indicated.

Measurement of Variation of Drop-Weight with Rate ot Flow.

In an evaporation experiment equilibrium is attat'ned

at the surface of the drop when the rate of gain of heat flj'om

the water flowing into the drop is equal to the rate of lO~8

of heat by evaporation. In these experiments the pressure

in the container C was maintained at about 1.8 min., at wh1~b.
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pressure very rapid evaporation at the surface of the drop i~s

produced. For slowly formed drops the rate of heat supply ~o

the centre of the drop was not as gre~t a8 the rate of heat j

loss by evaporation so that the drops became frozen. For the

pressure 1.8 mm. the slowest rate at which drops could be

formed without being frozen was one drop in about ten seconqa.

On the other hand as the drop time decreases a point may be i

reached at which there may not be time for the aurface to

attain .temperature equilibrium before the drop falls.

Accordingly we used the slowest rates possible without

the drop becoming frozen.

The use of such large rates of flow made it necessary·

to find the variation af the drop-weight with the rate o~

flow. Experimentally the drop-weight increased with the

rate of flow. The magnitude of this effect was about 1.5%

for the rates of flow used in the evaporation experiment.

In order to make an accurate estimate of this increase

in the drop~weight a separate series of experiments was under-

taken in which the rates of flow and the drop-weights were

measured. Since the variation of the drop-weight was only 'mall

it was necessary to collect a large number of drops (uauall~

-between 40 and 50) to determine the drop-weight acourately.: In

this case also some uncovered water stood in the bottom of

the container ot (Fig.3) and prevented cooling of the drop ~Y

evaporation.



Fig. 5.
Graph showing variation of drop weight
with rate of flow.
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The results were .represented by plotting the quantity

lOO~ll against the rate of flow_ Inthls expression
Wo

A W(=W -Wo) is the difference between the weight of Q ..

drop formed quickly and the weight of a very s lowly formed'

drop at tb.e same temperature. The weight of the slowly form-

ed drop was obtained from the known surface tension and the

radius of the tip. The result is shown by the graph of ]"ig. 5.

This graph was used to correct the drop - weight in the

evaporation experiments. Part of the increase in drop-weight

in the latter case is due to the increased sur~ace tension and

part to the rate of flow. The increase 1n the drop-weight

due to the rate of flow could be read off from the graph

and the drop weight corrected for this effect. Substitution

of'the corrected drop ...weight in Harkins' drop-weight

formula,equation (5). gave the surface tension and"from this

the surface temperature was obtained.

Measurement of Drop Area.

The drop area was determined by taking a series of

photographs of the drop during its formation. The age of the

drop at the time of taking each pho~ographwaa noted and aleo

the total lifetime of the drop. Then by multiplying the

weight of the falling drop by the ratio o~ the age at which a

photograph was t.akan to the total age we obtained the mass

which had flowed into the drop since the fall of the previous

drop. The surface area was dete~ined graphically from enlarge-

ment of the photographs and was plotted against this mass.



Fig. 6.
Grapn showing tne relation between the
area of tb.e. drop surface and the mass
in tlle drop.
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The relation which we obtained is shown 1n Fig. 6. This

waa more convenient than plotting the area of the drop surface

against the age of the drop as will be seen from the follow-

Lng,
<,

If A is the area of· the drop surface at time t then the

net mass leaving the drop Bnd entering the apace of water

vapour preasure p during the time dt i8. by Knudsen's

equation

m :::

(4),

.I/' Pa - p0.2439 • Adt grams,

r;
where P a and p are measured in millimeters of mercury_

Consequently the net mass evaporated from the surface as

the drop completely forma is

m • 0.2439 f F s - p.

JTs

(9 )

where to lathe age in seconds of the drop just aa it falla.

NoW, since the experiments were conducted at different

rates of flow the relation between A and t would be different

in different experiments. It was for this reason that the

area was plotted against the mass of water in the drop.

We have fAdt .. rA.~ dm •

Since there is a linear relation between the mass in the41"op

d th t · dt. t t Aan e 1meJdm 15 a cone an anu
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rAdm is to be evaluated from the mass which remains on the

tip just atter a drop falls to the mass which hangs from the

tip just before a drop breaks away, that is, .over the complete

growth of one drop. Th.us the lower limit is the abscissae

m = 0 offli. 6 and the upper limit is the abscissae

m =mo' where mo is th.e mass of the falling drop.

Thus
("to
l~dt

The area under the curve between the limits m • 0 andm • mo

was obtained by counting squares and then from a knowledge of

the scale o~ the graph l!·d.m was calcUlated.

Finally equation (9) gives the net maesevaporated during

the formation of one drop, viz. •

mO.2439 f Ps - p S! lo;cim grams.= dm
Ts

( 10)

All the quantities in this equation could be determined

experimentally with the exception." of course, of f.

By comparing equation (10) with the experimentally measured

evaporation from each drop f was obtained.
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Experiments for the measurement of f.

In an experiment for the measurement of f the reservoir

R was about three-quarters filled with pure air free

distilled water. The vessels H after being treated as already

mentioned were placed in position in the container 0 which

was then turned onto the brass block B. The tubes A, Fig... l,

were surrounded by a bath at the proper temperature and the

temperatures of the thermostat 0 and the manometers read.

The pressure in the container C was then lowered qui te rapid ly

to its lowest value. At. the same time the stopcock S was

mant pu La t.ed so that the pressure in R and V was lowered,

though not quite so rapidly as in 0, till the driving

pressure between Rand C was about 30 cme.of mercury. The

stopcock S was thencloaed so that no gas could escape from

Rand V.

The pressure in 0 soon came to a steady value. .After

several drops had fallen into the unweighed vessel the container

C was turned so that the drops tell into the weighed vessel.

A stopwatch was started at the beginning of the formation

of the first drop that fell into the vessel. In order to

allow for the slight pressure change in the container during

the experiment a second observer noted the pressure variation

on the manometer M2• In most of the experiments the pressure

decreased slightly but in a few experiments a small increase

was noted. At the end of the formation of the 30th drop f~~fwatc
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was stopped and the container C turned so that theunweighed

vessel came under the tip. The stopcooks K and Z were then

closed 80 that the pressures recorded by the manometers could

be read later. Clean air was then admitted to Rand C, the

container C removed and the oollecting vessel H later weighed.

Just at the fall of each drop a slight imcrease in pressure

was noted. Within the next two or three seconds the pressure

r e tunned to the original va Lue , The increase in pressure is

probably due to increased evaporation from the newly formed

drop before temperature equilibrium is estab~iahedon its

surface. The time elapsing before the pressure settles down

should b e a good indication of the time for the drop surface

to attain temperature equilibrium.

As an example of the calculation of f the result of one

v s volume of apparatus • 685 cc.

p. average pressure in container C =0.1862 ems.

From equation (8a) the average driving pressure = p = 29.59
ems. -

Substituting this in equation (6) gives the rate of flow

if the capi llary temperature were 250C and the water in R at the

standard level as 0.41499 grams/min. By applying a correction

for the change in viscosity and tor the,differences between

the actual water level and the standard the mass emerging under

the conditions of the experiment becomes 0.40933 grams/min. ,or
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0.40983 grams (in vaou·o)!min.

Time for formation of one drop 2: 9.658 sec •

•·.mass (in vacuo) flowing into the drop := 0.065960 gram.

Drop-weight in vacuo=0.061859 gram•

•• . masaevaporated =0.004101 gram.

Since the rate of flow 1s 0.40933 gram/min., it appears from

Fig. 5 that the correction for rate of flow 2: 1.48% (The

rate of flow plotted in Fig. 5 is not reduced to vacuo).
100 x 0,,061859

Corrected drop-weight = 101.48 = 0.060957 gram.

From the Harkins drop-weight forrau1a it appears .that

the surface tension s 77.22 dynes/cm.

o a• · Surface temperature := Ts = -9. 31 C. = 263.82 A

F a = saturated vapour pressure at this temp. II: 2.269 nun•...

Ps - p s .407 Iron.

[
t o
~Adt := 4.378 sq. em. sec.

Ueing theee valuee of 1'a - p, Ta and ffdt in equation (10),

the mass evaporated from one drop is found by calculation

to be 0.026759 x f gram. Experimentally the mass evaporat-

ed from one drop = 0.004101 gram.

. • . f
0.004101

= 0.026759
:= O. 153.

In table III are shown five values obtained for f.

The mean of these is f = 0.151.

It should be noted that in the experiment for the

determination of f the drops are formed 1n a vacuum while

they are weighed 1n air. Therefore a buoyancy correction

muat be applied to th~ drop-weight in order to determine the

surface tension. In the experiments for the determination
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of the effective radIus the drops were formed in air and

weighed in air and therefore no buoyancy correction is

necessary. In the determination of 100~W
. Wo

none of the weights involved were reduced to ~acuo. However,

if the weights had been reduced to vacuo the value of

lOO6.W would have been
W

o
cancels out. Thus the

either the drop-weight

una 1tered, since the buoyancy factor

100AWcorrection . W may be applied to
o

in air or the drop-weight in vacuo to

obtain respectively the corrected drop-weight in air or in

vacuo. In Fig. 6, the rate oiflow which is plotted against

100.6.W is not reduced to vacuo, eo that 1ndetermining the
Wo

correction lQOAW to be applied to the drop-weight in the
Vl o

evaporation experiment it is the rate of flow in air which

is used.

Tab le III.

Pressure in
a ppara t ua (p)

mID.

Saturated va.four
pressure (Panun.

p- ps
mm,

f

1.832
1. 705
1.797
1.837
1.862

2.222
2.031
2.256
2.221
2.269

0.390
0.326
0.459
0.384

·0.407

0.143
O. 165
O. 138
0.154
0.153

From a consideration of the method•

These -values are considerably higher than those
(4)

obtained by Alty

acauae of this difference may be seen. In the determination

of f it is assumed that surface temperature equilibrium is
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attained very aoonafter the drop falls and that all the

evaporation takes place at the temperature deduced from ,the

drop-weight. Lf, during a part of the life-time of the dr~PJ

some of its surface is above this temperature then there will

be an increase in the exper.ime nta L rate of evaporation and

consequently an increase in f. In our experiments about

three seconds elapsed before the pressure around the drop

became steady. Since the total life-time of the drop was

only about ten seconds this represents a considerable fraction
( 4)

of its life-time. In the experiments of .Al;Y the drop-

time was usually over 20 seds., so that the effect would not

be so noticeable in the result.

There is a second factor in our experiment, which may

also cause part of the aurfa ce to be at a higher temperature

than that deduced from the drop weight. Convection currents

keep the body of the drop at practically the same temperature

as the inflowing water. But, due to the action of the

viscous forces, there is a thin layer at the surface of the

drop in which the water is quite stationary. It is this layer

which becomes cooled during the evaporation experiment. Now,

since monel metal is a good heat conductor it would remain at

the Same temperature as the body of the drop. Thus Where the

quiet Burface layer comes in contact with the tip it would

be quite warm and would conduct the heat down the surface

and 60 increase the evaporation. Since water haa a low heat

conductivity and since the drop breaks off considerably

below the '-race of the tip this effect would not be likely to

extend down to the point at which the surface' ruptures when
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the drop fa~ls. Thus the metal tip would have the effect of

i'ncreaaing the expe:rimentalrateof evaporation without

affecting the apparent surface tension.



Fig. ",.
Acid tip -- cylindrical surface only ooat.d.

Fig. 8.
Acid tip -- cylindrical surface and dropp
ing surface coated; turned in lath.e.

Fig. 9.
Acid tip -- untouched by lath.e •

•



,J----A c. Ld.

u------A Co i, d.
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Experiments on Forming Fatty .Acid Tips.

In using the method described above to find the

reflection coefficient for film covered water it is necessary

that during evaporation the drop be covered by a monomolecular

layer of the acid. Toaecure this result we first made a

monel tip of the same shape as that ueed in the experiments

with pure water. T,he cylindrical surface and the face were'

then coated with 8_ thick layer of lauric acid. The tip was

placed in a lathe and turned so that a shell of about one-half

mm. in thickness remained on the cylindrical surface and all

of the acid waarenioved' from the face. .A diagram of this tip

is shown in Fig. 7. The radius from the centre of the face to

the junction of metal and acid was obtained by direct measure-

ment. The tip was then placed on the apparatus where it

appeared that the water wetted the metal surface but not the

acid. In order to find whether the surface of the drop was

covered by the acid film a determination of the. surface tension

was made. To do this the drops were formed very slowly (about

one in ten minutes) so that there was ample time for the film

to spread over the surface of the drop. The value of the

surface tension obtained was checked by the use of the data
( 7) •

of Cary and Rideal These experimenters have obtained the

equilibrium spreading pressure Fe of lauric acid as a function

of the temperature. Fro~ their data it appeared that,

Fe • .5659 T + 9.870 dynes/em. I

where T is the temperature in degrees centigrade.
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Since F is the difference between the surface tension of_. e·

pure water and the· surface tension of fi l.m cover.edwster

we were able to obtain the surface tension'of water oovered by

a fi 1m of lauric acid. The value found in this way agreed

well with that determined by the experiment.. However, when

we attempted to measure the effective r.sdius it was found

that consistent values could not be obtained. Thi~ was no

dou-bt due to the fact that the water did not spread to the

Bame position for all the drops.

A different method of making an aoidt!p was -then ,tried.

~s before the metal ~ip was given a thick coat of the laurie

acid and turned in the lathe so that the cylindrical surface

was left covered by a thin shell. In this caBea layer

between one-half and one mm, in thickness was left on the

dropping~urface. By careful turning the circular edge of

this eur race was made qui te s harp. Fig. B. is a diagram of the

tip. When this tip was attached to the apparatus the water

did not wet the acid and so did not spread to the circumference

of the circular face. EXperiments of O. Johnson of this

Physics department on the measurement of the cataphoretic

velocity of small fatty acid cylinders in water showed that the

surface of these particles dirl not attain their final

equilibrium state until they had been soaked for several da;y;••

Accordingly we placed the acid tip in water and allowed it to

stand for about four days•. When the tip was removed and

placed on the apparatus it was found that the water completely

covered the end of the tip and further, that the surface remain-
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ed covered during the complete period of formation of the drop.

However, before going on to measu~e the radius of the tip

-flome evaporation experiments were first tried. As the pressure

in the container a waa lowered small bubbles of air or !spour

formed ontha end of the tip causing the drops to explode.

The same behaviour was observed even after the tip had been

placed in air-free water and the latter boiled under reduaed

pressure. The effect was thought to be due to thefaat

that the end of the tip had been turned in the lathe. The

lathe tool would leave fine scratches and projections on the

surface on which vapeur-a or air bubbles could start to form.

This method of constructing the acid tip is therefore not

satisfactory for these experiments.
in

The present tip, ahown by the diagrany'Fig. -9. l was there-

fore not turned in the letha, the acid being left just as it

solidified when it was coated. It was then allowed to stand

in air-free distilled water for about five days, the water

being renewed several times and at other times boiled under

reduced pressure. When an evaporation experiment was tried

the result was quite satisfactory. No bubbles appeared in the

drops so that they formed without exploding. The -effe.ctive

radius of this tip may be obtained by the use of the Harkinst

dro,Pl-weight formula (5), where'11s the surface tension of

the film covered water. The work is now being continued

and now that a satisfactory method ot introduoing the acid

film has been developed, it should be possible to measure the

fraction t for the film covered water.
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The writer is greatly indebted to Professor T. Alty

for suggesting the problem and for his constant help and

advice throughout the course of this research.
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